KEY LEADERSHIP

Dennis Bonilla - Executive Dean; School of Business, College of Information Systems and Technology and Criminal Justice, University of Phoenix

Lindsay Sesate - Dean of Operations, University of Phoenix

Geriece Jenkins - Assistant Dean of Operations, University of Phoenix

KEY EVENTS / HIGHLIGHTS

• Launched the second co-hort of students in Business and Technology to be mentored by PepsiCo’s leader’s in corresponding careers.
• Participated in the “Year-Up” program to give feedback and insight to students stepping into the technology field.
• Partnered with “Generation Yes” a non-profit organization that prepares teams of student technology leaders with professional development and IT support. Offered 3 full scholarships for Gen-Yes students to UoP for their degree.
• Established a relationship with “Gen-Tech,” a tech support store operated by high school and college students. Supporting with business cases, insight and technology.

OUR NEXT STEPS

☐ Focus more efforts of educating women of all ages about STEM careers and the educational pathway into those fields.
☐ Develop a larger scale mentoring program internally in order to support new partnership opportunities.
☐ Continue our partnership with PepsiCo while increasing the pledge goal and expanding our scope.

CONTACT INFO

Lindsay Sesate – 602-557-6706 – Lindsay.Sesate@phoenix.edu

WORKING WITH MWM

While we have been working with the Million Women Mentor program only a short time the impact to our students has been tremendous. With this program and partnership with PepsiCo, as the universities first external mentor program, we started off small. However, because of the impact to our students/mentees we have expanded the parameters and increased the mentoring pairs. The program has given a new opportunity to our students where they can learn about these careers and how to break into these male dominated fields.

“It [mentor program] has opened my eyes on different types of women and their goals to succeed with their careers and their obstacles they have to get to their goal.”

BSIT Student, University of Phoenix